Reversible photobluing of CdSe/ZnS/TOPO nanocrystals.
Photobrightening and photobluing effects of photoluminescence (PL) from CdSe/ZnS/TOPO nanocrystal ensembles, i.e. ca. 1000 nanocrystals, have been investigated in several environments. The PL intensity increases more than twice with blue shift under continuous light irradiation in a wet nitrogen (H(2)O/N(2)) atmosphere, while in a pure nitrogen atmosphere and vacuum their behaviors are nothing particular. In addition, increasing rates of both the brightening and bluing effects in the H(2)O/N(2) atmosphere depend on irradiation intensities. These results suggest that both effects should be associated with photo-adsorption of water molecules onto nanocrystal surfaces. As for the brightening effect, we propose that the photo-adsorption of water molecules provides some restoring functions to PL-quenching defects or trap-sites on or near nanocrystal surfaces. On the other hand, the origin of the bluing effect is not clear from the results of the ensemble measurements. To get further insight into the bluing effect, PL spectra from single nanocrystals are measured under continuous light irradiation in cyclic environments in which the H(2)O/N(2) atmosphere and vacuum are alternating. As a result, blue-shifted PL induced by the light irradiation in the H(2)O/N(2) atmosphere recovers almost to its initial one reversibly under evacuation. The mechanism of the photobluing effect will be discussed also on the bases of the photobrightening model introduced above.